
Distance: 50.00

OS Grid Ref Distance

SU413985 0.000

SU407986 0.374

SU300952 7.952

SU295945 8.450

12.173

SU254908 12.273

SU295945 16.032

SU300952 16.513

SU407986 24.066

24.183

35.982

SU254908 36.090 :

SU407986 47.894

Course Type: AH50/17Course Code:

Kingston Bagpuize WatchfieldCourse Name:

Go straight over taking the second exit, still on A420, past the turnings to Fyfield and Tubney

Continue on A420 to the Faringdon roundabout with A417 on right.

Police Authority: Thames Valley

Continue along A420 to the Kingston Bagpuize roundabout.

Turn around the roundabout, (Care) taking the fourth exit back onto the A420 going west.

Repeat lap of 23.692 miles as before via Stanford (31.761 mile) and Faringdon (32.288 mile)

Again turn around this roundabout, taking the 4th exit back onto the A420 eastbound.

Return on A420 via the Faringdon (Care) (39.841 mile) and Stanford (40.322 mile) roundabouts

Continue on A420 to the Watchfield roundabout. (First turn).

Turn around this roundabout, taking fourth exit.  Take great care of through eastbound traffic

Return eastwards on A420, going straight over the Faringdon roundabout, second exit.

on A420 coming in from the left on the separate roundabout bypass lane.

B4508 on left and road to Shrivenham on left.

Go straight over, second exit, A420, avoiding minor road to Wicklesham Quarry on left.

Take the second exit (A420 ) straight over.

with the A415 in line with the eastern of two litter sign posts

Go west to the roundabout junction with the A415 and continue straight over. (2nd exit)

CourseDetails

START on the A420 in the lay-by on the dual carriageway east of the Kingston Bagpuize roundabout

Continue westwards along A420 to the Stanford roundabout where A417 joins from the left.

Description

Take great care of through eastbound traffic on A420 coming in from the left on the

to the Kingston Bagpuize roundabout. (Care)

to the Watchfield roundabout.

(The second turn)

Take care of traffic joining from the A417 on the left.

separate roundabout bypass lane. (The third turn).

Continue to the Stanford roundabout and take the first exit to go straight on along A420.

BACK



SU438995 50.000

:

for a further 2.164 mile  to a lay-by around a left-hand bend just west of Tubney Wood opposite

the first (western) of two metal sign posts and 34yd after the western end of the lay-by where FINISH.


